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FORECASTER HETEROGENEITY, SURPRISES AND FINANCIAL MARKETS 
 

by Marcello Pericoli* and Giovanni Veronese* 
 

Abstract 
We analyze the impact of US macroeconomic surprises and forecaster heterogeneity 

on the dollar/euro exchange rate and on US and German long-term interest rates from 1999 
to 2014. We show that a direct proxy of macroeconomic disagreement, namely the 
heterogeneity of forecasters’ beliefs about upcoming macroeconomic releases, is a factor in 
explaining daily and intra-day movements. Surprises affect  long-term yields and the 
exchange rate more strongly when forecaster heterogeneity is less pronounced. This result 
holds for the main US macroeconomic surprises and is robust to the frequency of the data 
used in the estimation. However, the sensitivity changes with the sample. In this regard, we 
show that when the same regressions are estimated for a pre-crisis period, a crisis period, and 
an unconventional monetary policy period, there is time variation in the responses: 
unconventional monetary policies attenuated the response of the  exchange rate to US 
macroeconomic news, but had little impact on long-term interest rates in the US or Germany. 
Disagreement among forecasters remains relevant in determining an asymmetric response of 
these asset prices. The paper demonstrates that in heterogeneity of beliefs is a relevant factor 
in describing the behavior of asset prices, even at high frequency. 
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1 Introduction1

Scheduled releases of macroeconomic indicators constitute the main source of public information

about key macro variables to participants in financial markets. As such, the response of various

asset prices to macro data releases has long been studied in order to better understand the link

between financial markets and the macroeconomy.

Asset price movements following regularly scheduled macroeconomic announcements provide a

unique source of information about the evolution of private sector expectations and about how

expectations feed back on the economy. Policy makers and market analysts closely follow these

market reactions, and a large and active literature has developed documenting reactions of various

markets to macroeconomic news.

This paper investigates how the reaction of exchange rates and long-term yields to macroeco-

nomic news depends on the heterogeneity of beliefs across market participants.

In models featuring interest parity conditions as well as Taylor-rules for monetary policy, macroe-

conomic news should impact directly interest rates and foreign exchange rates, as they are clearly

intertwined with the monetary policy stance. As macroeconomic news buffet these markets, the

updated trajectories on inflation and growth will lead to an update also of the expected path of

interest rates, thereby affecting long-term yields, as well as the risk premia. So, results can give

indications on the dependence of term premia on surprises and the role played by the monetary

policy stance in determining such effects.

However, the reaction of asset prices to macroeconomic surprises is not the result of a mechanical

rule followed by market participants, but rather it depends on the state of the economy and financial

markets. Andersen et al. (2007) show how the impact of macroeconomic news on various asset classes

becomes stronger when conditioning on the state of the economy. Beber and Brandt (2010) find

that macroeconomic announcements are most important for bond returns and volatilities when they

contain bad news during an expansion. More recently, Goldberg and Grisse (2013) show how various

measures on the state of the US economy (VIX index, level of interest rates, inflation) interact to

determine the impact of macroeconomic news, both on government bond prices and exchange rates.

In this paper we investigate how the heterogeneity among investors, proxied by their beliefs’

dispersion, plays a role in determining the intensity and the direction of these responses. We show

that heterogeneity, proxied by the dispersion of analysts’ forecasts around each macroeconomic

release, is an important source of variation in the response of asset prices. We find that the more

forecasters disagree ex-ante regarding an upcoming scheduled macroeconomic announcement, the

more muted is the price response to the macroeconomic surprise. This finding unveils a novel

channel of state dependence in the asset price response to macroeconomic news.

1The views expressed are those of the authors and do not necessary represent those of the Bank of Italy. We would
like to thank Paul Dozier for providing US intraday data and Alessio Anzuini for the exchange rate intraday data.
Jon Frost and participants to the Bank of Italy-ECB-DNB workshop, EFA Conference and Bank of Italy seminar.
Email addresses: marcello.pericoli@bancaditalia.it and giovanni.veronese@bancaditalia.it
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Our results suggests that interpreting disagreement as reflecting the market “prior uncertainty”

regarding the announcement outcome may be misleading.2 The role of prior uncertainty in exacer-

bating price and volume reaction to news, is described in Kim and Verrecchia (1991). In line with a

bayesian learning framework the price update is a decreasing function of prior precision as investors

revise more their beliefs. Hautsch and Hess (2007) analyze how the strength of the price impact of

unanticipated information depends on its “quality”, i.e. the relative precision of the macroeconomic

news and on the information available before an announcement. In periods when released data is

perceived to be more precise, relative to the precision of the prior information, a stronger price

reaction should be observed to a given piece of unexpected information. If the disagreement among

analysts is taken as a proxy for prior uncertainty our results would appear puzzling at least.

We instead interpret our results as evidence that disagreement on individual macroeconomic

releases matter, and that heterogenous beliefs are needed to explain this otherwise puzzling response

of asset prices to macroeconomic news. To this end, we reinterpret our results in light of the model

of Ottaviani and Sørensen (2015), which predicts that the asset price response to information

critically depends on the degree of dispersion of prior beliefs. Their result hinges on wealth effects

and on how wealth and beliefs are distributed across market participants. In particular, when

beliefs heterogeneity is more pronounced the price response to news is shown to be more muted, a

prediction in line with what we find in our empirical exercise.

We also document that forecaster heterogeneity regarding several US key macroeconomic indica-

tors is driven not only by variable-specific factors, but also by a sizeable common component. This

common component displays some comovement with the VIX index, a popular proxy of “global risk

aversion” and overall economic uncertainty.

As a robustness check we extend our analysis to a higher frequency setting, to take into account

of the possible reaction of financial markets to other releases of news during the same day. Our

findings are robust to this extension, and we continue to find that during phases of low disagreement

on the business cycle the impact of macroeconomic news is more pronounced.

During the years covered in our analysis bond markets have been subject to several “anomalies”:

in the first part of the 2000s, the low level of long-term interest rates raised the perception of

a conundrum in US long-term bond yields as they remained low even with an accelerating US

business cycle (Greenspan, 2005); in the aftermath of the global financial crisis, movements in bond

yields may have been dampened approaching the zero lower bound, especially at shorter maturities.

Finally, also more recently the behavior of US long-term interest rates has puzzled many economists,

as they did not return to more normal historical levels but, conversely, their general trend has been

down since the end of the Great Recession (Hamilton, 2014).

This leads us to investigate whether our findings on the role of agents’ disagreement is affected

2In their seminal contribution* Andersen et al. (2003) analyze whether uncertainty about the state of the economy,
as proxied by the standard deviation of expectations across the individual forecasters, increases following the arrival
of bad macroeconomic news in good times.
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by the choice of a particular subsample. To this end we apply the methodology of Swanson and

Williams (2014a) considering three periods: tranquil (2000-07), crisis (2007-09) and US Quantitative

Easing (QE) years (2009-14). In general, our results on the relevance of heterogeneity in beliefs for

the response of asset prices continue to hold during tranquil and QE periods. Long-dated US bond

yields, while responding to US macroeconomic surprises, also display on average smaller sensitivity

during the QE period. Furthermore, we find that during the QE period German long-term yields

were more reactive to US macroeconomic surprises, signalling a potential portfolio shift of investors

from the US to the German bond market. In contrast, the sensitivity of the USD/EUR exchange rate

appears to have changed more radically over time, becoming smaller during the crisis and mostly

muted in the QE period. This may suggest that the implementation of non-standard measures by the

US monetary authorities has made the exchange rate less reactive to macroeconomic fundamentals

as US short-term rates have reached the zero-lower bound.

This result has powerful implications both for theorists and policy makers. In fact, the former can

use this result as a theoretical base for linking aggregate uncertainty to individual heterogeneity (or

dispersion of beliefs). Several theoretical papers have addressed how introducing a modest amount

of heterogeneity and disagreement can help explain several puzzling phenomena for financial markets

– Xiong and Yan (2010) for bond prices, and more recently Andrei et al. (2014) for stock prices.

Finally, policy makers can use the information content of beliefs’ dispersion as an important toolkit

for evaluating the effectiveness and the credibility of policy initiatives on markets.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the literature on the impact of surprises

on asset prices. Section 3 describes the data. Section 4 presents the results for the case of different

disagreement among analysts. Section 5 documents the relationship between disagreement and

measures of macro uncertainty and looks at the time-varying sensitivity of asset markets to surprises.

Section 6 concludes.

2 Literature review

Starting from the work of Andersen et al. (2003) it is well established that the impact of macroe-

conomic news on asset prices can be substantial and significant, especially if the time-window to

detect the effects is short enough around the announcements. Some variables are found to be more

influential than others because of several characteristics. First their outcome is released according

to a predefined calendar, analysts are surveyed ahead of each release by the main financial platforms

(Bloomberg, Reuters, MMS International) and the actual announcement is associated to a publicly

observable and meaningful market median-surprise.3 Second, and more importantly, markets seem

to assign relatively more importance to certain indicators as they reveal in real-time more informa-

tion on the underlying state of the economy. Not only are they more strongly correlated with the

3This has been the case for most US macroeconomic statistics since the late eighties, while it has become common
practice only more recently for other countries.
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fundamentals, but also their release occurs ahead of important and encompassing variables on the

state of the economy (like GDP and inflation). This timeliness makes them also particularly useful

to nowcast in real time the state of the economy (Giannone et al., 2008). Finally, they are deemed to

be “precise” in the sense of being subject to relatively small volatility and ex-post revisions (Gilbert

et al., 2010).

The literature has so far mostly focused on measuring “the impact” of different macroeconomic

news, discussing the relevance of high frequency data and assessing which variables are most relevant

for the various different asset prices –for a critical review on foreign exchange returns see Neely and

Dey (2010). Some authors have investigated the stability over time of the effect of news, testing for

parameter constancy and argued that they are mostly stable over time (Faust et al., 2007). Based

on this premise, several authors and investment banks have proposed macroeconomic “surprise

indices”, obtained by re-weighting the individual surprises of the most recent macroeconomic news.

The most reknown among these, the Citi Surprise Index, based on the work of James and Kasikov

(2008), derives the weighting under the assumption of a stable relationship between news releases

and asset price responses, suggesting the existence of some sort of mechanical reaction on the part

of market participants.

However, the relationship between macroeconomic news and asset prices should not be expected

to be stable over time. Time variation may originate in the context of a Taylor-rule type models

of policy reaction functions. In a stylized monetary model with zero-lower bound, Swanson and

Williams (2014a) show how interest rates are expected to react differently to macroeconomic news

as the bound is approached. The prediction from their model is confirmed by the data, with short-

term interest rates becoming almost insensitive to macroeconomic news after the QE program in

the US, especially at the shorter horizons.

The phase of the business cycle may matter as well, since economic conditions and on investors

risk aversion 4. Among the first papers to investigate the response of asset prices to macroeconomic

news at a very high frequency, Andersen et al. (2003) show how U.S. dollar spot exchange rates

display conditional mean jumps and document an asymmetric reaction to positive and negative

surprises. They interpret this result in light of the information processing and price discovery

literature. Andersen et al. (2007) extend their earlier analysis to stocks, bonds and foreign exchange

markets and find that macroeconomic news indeed produce conditional mean jumps of U.S., German

and British stock, bond and foreign exchange markets. Equity markets are found to react differently

to news depending on the stage of the business cycle, which could explain the low correlation between

stock and bond returns found when averaged over the cycle. As to bond markets, Beber and Brandt

(2010) show that macroeconomic announcements are most important when they contain bad news

for bond returns in expansions and, to a lesser extent, good news in contractions.

Ehrmann and Fratzscher (2005) show how macroeconomic news in the United States, Germany

4For example, Veronesi (1999) argues that stock prices overreact to bad news in good times and underreact to
good news in bad times.
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and the euro area impact daily US dollar-euro/DEM exchange rate developments (in the period

1993-2003). Not only US macroeconomic news are found to impact more than European news, in

light of their greater timeliness, but also the effect of macroeconomic news appears to be magnified

in periods of exchange rate volatility, or in the aftermath of a sudden change in the direction of the

most recent string of news.

Furthermore, markets may follow with more attention particular macroeconomic variables ac-

cording to the phase of the business cycle, as well as to the policy reaction function that markets

deem likely (Bacchetta and van Wincoop, 2013). For example, in the late 1970s and early 1980s

trade balance and unemployment were actively tracked by investors as they feared that US poli-

cymakers would respond to deficits or high unemployment with active monetary policies; during

the 2000s, the introduction of US policy targets in terms of inflation and output gap has somewhat

shifted the focus of markets to more timely and coincident indicators.

More recently Goldberg and Grisse (2013) document a significant time variation in the responses

to news of yield curves and exchange rates from January 2000 through August 2011. They resort to

high-frequency data to show how several indicators of the state of the economy (e.g. the level of policy

rates, risk conditions) influence the estimated response.5 In particular, US bond yields increase in

response to ”good news”, but less so when risk is elevated. They interpret this as reflecting some

combination of a market perceived financial stability objective for monetary policy and an influence

of risk on the uncertainty associated with the link between macroeconomic announcements and the

economic outlook.

Our paper builds upon this literature, and contributes along two dimensions. It explores a

new dimension of state dependency, by considering how disagreement among analysts’s forecasts

can affect the response of asset prices to each specific macroeconomic surprise. 6 To this end, we

consider two dimensions of heterogeneity: one specific to each macroeconomic announcement, the

other related to a more ”common” gauge of macroeconomic disagreement regarding the current

state of the economy, extracted from the panel of indicator specific disagreements. Finally, we

investigates whether this ”state dependence” can be retraced to particular episodes of high/low

volatility in financial markets.

2.1 A model with hetoregenous beliefs

Disagreement across forecasters on an upcoming macroeconomic announcement can depend on

several factors: difference in information across agents, differential interpretation of the same public

signals or difference in priors or models. However, disentangling these sources of disagreement

5According to the authors, “Risk conditions matter since they can capture the effects of uncertainty on the
information content of news announcements, the interaction of monetary policy and financial stability objectives of
central banks, and the effect of news announcements on the risk premium.”

6Pasquariello and Vega (2007) provide a theoretical model for the role of order flow in US Treasury markets and
show how the contemporaneous correlation between order flow and yield changes is higher when the disagreement
among market participants is high and public announcements are noisy.
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can be challenging. Patton and Timmermann (2010) exploit the term structure of forecasts from

Consensus Forecasts and provide empirical support that heterogeneity in forecasters’s information

is not a major driver of observed disagreement, but rather that differences in priors matter the

most.

The role of disagreement is explicitly modelled in Ottaviani and Sørensen (2015; henceforth OS),

who introduce heterogenous beliefs in a general equilibrium model with learning. In the basic setup,

with risk-neutral agents and absence of short sales, the price reaction to a public announcement is

found to be decreasing in the degree of heterogeneity of beliefs (Proposition 3 in OS).7

In the OS model markets are complete and agents take positions on whether or not a binary

event, E, is realized (say the economy will be in an expansion period). There are two state-

contingent securities whose payoff is linked to the realization of a binary event [E,R], say expansion

and recession.8 There is a continuum of risk-neutral agents, indexed by i, endowed with an amount

of assets wi0, constant across the two states. Agents exchange their assets in a competitive market,

but cannot hold a negative amounts of any asset.

Agents’ prior beliefs on the realization of the event E are heterogeneous, qi, and described by

a distribution of initial assets over individuals, G(q), defined over the unit interval. Before trading

takes place agents observe a public signal with likelihood ratio L for event E, and update their

beliefs according to the Bayes rule. The competitive equilibrium price can be shown to depend on

the public signal, as well as on the shape of the distribution of wealth (and hence beliefs) across

individuals. OS show that the price underreacts to information (Proposition 2). Underreaction is

measured relatively to the one associated to an hypothetical outside observer, whose prior beliefs are

those of the average across agents’ priors, and who updates his belief in a Bayesian fashion. In the

model the equilibrium price does not correspond to the posterior of this “outside observer”. Changes

in the distribution of wealth across agents (with different prior beliefs) affect the equilibrium and

the extent of the underreaction. In particular, more underreaction results when the distribution is

less concentrated, that is when agents have greater heterogeneity in beliefs.

To gain intuition on the underlying mechanism, suppose the public signal is in favor of event E,

i.e. L > 1. Agents will update their beliefs according to Bayes rule, with their posterior odds ratio

in favor of E rising one for one with L. Those that were ex-ante optimist, and willing to invest all

their wealth in asset E (agents are risk neutral and subject to a trading bound) will continue to do

so, but will be able to buy fewer assets E as its price has increased. Similarly the pessimist will

be able to buy more assets R, as its price has fallen. This would lead to an insufficient demand for

assets E and excess demand for asset R. To balance the market some ex-ante pessimists have to

“switch sides”, becoming optimist, and seek to sell all their assets R in return for assets E. The

effect of information is to move the marginal trader in a direction opposite to the price movement.

7The same result, not explicitly discussed in their paper, can be shown to hold also with with no position limits if
agents are risk averse, with decreasing absolute risk aversion.

8For a more detailed description see the Appendix
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Figure 1: Price Underreaction to information

Note: The Figure shows an example where beliefs are ex-ante centered in 0.5 and

how the price does not behave like a posterior belief.

The marginal trader has a prior which is more pessimistic than the “average”

market prior.

The degree of concentration of beliefs among agents is summarized by a single parameter γ, and

we show how this affects the price reaction to the release of a public information signal.

The price elasticity to “information” is described by Figure 1: for a given likelihood ratio (L = 6)

varying γ leads to different price responses. Greater heterogeneity in beliefs (higher γ), is associated

with a smaller price response. This occurs because the marginal trader beliefs are further away from

the prior mean and in a direction opposite to the information (more pessimistic). In contrast, when

beliefs are very concentrated the marginal trader ex-ante beliefs are closer to the prior mean and

accordingly also the price reaction almost parallels the shift in “average” beliefs.

Table 1 –The effect of heterogeneity on the price reaction

Concentration Prior Posterior Prior Posterior Price Prior

(γ) mean mean std std marginal trader

0.5 0.5 0.68 0.38 0.35 0.645 0.232

3 0.5 0.84 0.14 0.08 0.793 0.390

10 0.5 0.86 0.04 0.02 0.836 0.459

This result is in stark contrast with the predictions of the learning model by Kim and Verrecchia

(1991; henceforth KV), normally used to describe the assets price reaction to public announcements

(e.g. Hautsch and Hess (2007) and Gilbert et al. (2010)). In that framework agents heterogeneity

is driven by asymmetric information arising from agents observing a combination of private and

public signals. The price reaction around a public announcement depends on two components: the

precision of the announcement information and the precision of preannouncement information. The

precision of preannouncement information reflects the ex-ante uncertainty regarding the risky asset

returns, driven by the intrinsic precision on the fundamental and an “average” of agents’ private

signals precision. Disagreement enters the KV model to the extent that private signals have different

precisions. This will lead agents to have have different conditional expectations on the asset payoff.

In the KV model however disagreement affects the price in the same direction as overall uncertainty.

Two features determine these different predictions. First, unlike in the OS model, wealth effects

are absent in the KV model since agents have CARA utility functions. Second, in the OS model
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agents’ beliefs and the distribution of wealth across agents are explicitly linked, while in the KV

model agents are heterogenous in a random fashion, as private information signals are uncorrelated

across agents.

3 Data

3.1 Macroeconomic surprises and forecaster disagreement

We use the Bloomberg real-time data on the expectations and realizations of the most relevant U.S.

macroeconomic indicators to estimate announcement surprises. The Bloomberg economic calendar

contains a survey of economists forecasts for each US scheduled macroeconomic release. Surprises

are defined as the difference between the median forecast and the actual announcement. Accordingly,

we denote St,j as the surprise at time t in the macroeconomic indicator j as:

St,j =
Rt,j − Ft,j

σ̂Sj
, (1)

whereRt,j is the announced value of the indicator j at the date of release t (in its first estimate), while

Ft,j is its Bloomberg median forecast.9 To make surprises comparable across different indicators,

they are scaled using their sample standard deviation, σ̂Sj . This way of proceeding is very common

in the literature, see for example Fleming and Remolona (1999) and Gürkaynak et al. (2005).

In this work we also use a relatively unexplored dimension of the Bloomberg survey, consisting

of the full set of individual forecasts for each indicator at each release. This dimension is very

important as forecasters heterogeneity is found to vary considerably across releases: for example,

the US non-farm payrolls releases on 1 April 2005 and 4 June 2010, surprised the median Bloomberg

forecast by approximately the same amount, 100k and 109k on the downside respectively, but were

associated with a very different distribution of analysts forecasts (see Figure 2). On the first (shown

in the left panel), analysts’s forecasts were tightly concentrated (with a standard deviation of 22k),

while in the second (shown in the right panel), they were very dispersed, with a disagreement more

than five-fold. This difference raises the question of whether the response of asset prices to a surprise

may depend not only on its magnitude, but also on how forecasters beliefs are positioned ahead of

the release. This hypothesis will be explored in Section 4.

We exploit this unique source of information obtained from Bloomberg to construct an announce-

ment specific measure of forecaster heterogeneity. Accordingly, we define disagreement Disagt,j

9The use of the median as a measure of the market expectations is robust to strategic behavior of some forecasters
purposefully trying to the influence the average forecast. Bloomberg continuosly updates the economists forecasts
and their median, starting from around two weeks ahead of the scheduled release until the actual announcement. We
use the historical estimate of each macroeconomic announcement, even if most of the figures released are subject to
revision in the following announcements.
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Figure 2: Analysts’ expectations on two non-farm payrolls (NFP) releases

Notes: The Figure shows the analysts’ forecast of non-farm payrolls on 1 April
2005 (left panel) and 4 June 2010 (right panel); each bar indicates the number
of analysts whose forecast is reported on the horizontal axis; the green diamond
shows the median forecast implied by the bars and the red dot the actual release.
Disagreement was 22k on 1 April 2005 and 100k on 4 June 2010.

among the N forecasters as the standard deviation of their forecasts, namely

Disagt,j =

√√√√ N∑
n=1

(
Ft,j,n − F t,j

)2
N

, (2)

where Ft,j,n is the forecast of indicator j released at time t made by forecaster n, while the cross-

section average among forecasters F t,j = 1
N

∑N
n=1 Ft,j,n.10

To the extent that each macroeconomic indicator is related to the underlying fundamentals, the

corresponding disagreement measured by our proxy is related to the heterogeneity in beliefs on the

current state of the economy. Nonetheless, disagreement regarding the current state of the economy

is likely to be also an important driver of heterogeneity in the expectations regarding the future

evolution as well. This mapping between short and long run disagreement is explored in Andrade

et al. (2013), who construct a term structure of disagreement among professional forecasters for key

macroeconomic variables surveyed in the Federal Reserve Survey of Professional Forecasters.

In our analyis we consider a set of 12 US key macroeconomic indicators. Our choice follows

the selection adopted in the previous literature on macroeconomic news (Swanson and Williams,

2014a) and is corroborated by the large number of analysts which routinely post their forecasts on

the Bloomberg platform.11 These include three series on the US labor market (non-farm payrolls,

10Other measures of disagreement, such as the interquartile range or the mean absolute deviation have been con-
sidered.

11The literature on macroeconomic surprises has mostly focused on US scheduled releasese since they are the most
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Figure 3: Time-line of the major US macroeconomic data releases

Notes: The Figure shows the days of the month when the release is announced
with reference to month 0.

initial jobless claims and unemployment rate), one variable on the inflation rate (CPI core), five

indicators on aggregate demand and production (retail sales, advance GDP, core durable consumer

goods orders, capacity utilization, trade balance), and three sentiment indicators (ISM/NAPM,

Michigan consumer confidence and the Conference Board leading indicator).

The time-line of the US data releases is shown in Figure 3 where each horizontal bar indicates

the range of days when data are released with respect to the reference month labeled 0. For example,

the ISM-NAPM index is generally released a few days after the reference month, the trade balance is

released two months later, while the preliminary consumer confidence of the University of Michigan

is published during the same month of reference. Some macroeconomic indicators are more relevant

than others for markets, as they are more informative (more related to fundamentals), more timely

(released closer to their reference period) and more precise (subject to smaller revisions). For

example, the literature has evidenced that the most relevant surprise for markets is the one coming

from the release of on non-farm payrolls, which is published the first Friday of the month successive

to the reference period.As shown in Table 2, these macroeconomic indicators differ in terms of their

volatility and average delay (timeliness). Their relative importance is also reflected by the number

of economist disclosing their forecasts on the Bloomberg platform (last column of Table 1). Finally,

also their exact time of release is relevant, especially to disentangle correctly their individual impact

when using intra-day data.

closely followed by market participants and also span a longer period.
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Table 2 –Main US scheduled macroeconomic releases

frequency source release time σR avg. delay #analysts

Nonfarm Payrolls M BLS 8:30 191.5 5 70
ISM/NAPM M ISM 10:00 5.9 2 64
Retail sales ex. autos M USCB 8:30 0.7 13 72
GDP (advance) Q BEA 8:30 2.1 29 63
Core durable orders M USCB 08:30 1.7 26 64
Consumer confidence M UnMich 10:00 11.2 -3 59
Initial jobless claims W DLS 8:30 75.6 6 36
Capacity utilization M Fed 9:15 3.2 16 58
Trade balance M USCB 8:30 11.4 44 63
Leading Indicator M CB 10:00 0.4 22 50
CPI Core M BLS 8:30 0.1 17 67
Unemployment rate M BLS 8:30 1.8 5 68

The Table reports descriptive information about the indicators analyzed. Frequency: (W= weekly, M=monthly,

Q=quarterly); source: DLS=Department of Labor Statistics, BLS=Bureau of Labor Statistics, BEA=Bureau of

Economic Analysis, USCB=US Census Bureau, Fed=Federal Reserve, ISM=Institute for Supply Management, Phil

Fed=Philadelphia Federal Reserve, CB=Conference Board, UnMich=U.of Michigan Survey Research Centre; release

time: in US Eastern Standard Time which corresponds to GMT-4; σR: the standard deviation of the indicator; delay:

average delay, in days, with respect to the reference period; #analysts: the average number of analysts providing

their forecast to Bloomberg.

When scaled in terms of the reference variable, the standard deviation of the surprise time-series

(i.e. the root mean square forecast error of the Bloomberg median) varies widely across indicators

(in Table 3, column: σS
σR

): This provides a rough estimate of the forecastability of each series, and

it ranges from 0.11 for the surprise for Capacity utilization to almost 1 for Core durable goods

orders. This pattern is reflected also in the average dispersion surrounding each release, Disag,

when normalized for the original series standard deviation (DisagσR
). Interestingly, the cross-sectional

dispersion of analysts forecasts is on average one half of the surprise standard deviation.

The actual release often falls outside the support of the distribution of forecasters expectations,

suggesting that beyond the difficulty to forecast a particular indicator, there also may be a gen-

eral tendency to cluster around the consensus median, in order to avoid extreme deviations from

the average forecast. As shown in Table 3 (column Outside) considerable differences exist across

indicators: more than a quarter of the Non-farm payrolls releases fall outside the analysts range of

forecasts, compared to less than 5 per cent for the advance GDP growth.

Table 3 –Surprises and disagreement: descriptive statistics

σS
σR

Disag
σR

Out R2
Disagr tS−lag

Nonfarm Payrolls 0.40 0.17 0.28 0.50 6.35
ISM/NAPM 0.34 0.16 0.23 0.24 5.52
Retail sales ex. autos 0.70 0.34 0.16 0.45 5.74
GDP (advance) 0.34 0.21 0.04 0.40 0.02
Core durable orders 0.97 0.40 0.35 0.27 5.11
Consumer confidence 0.34 0.13 0.32 0.21 5.62
Initial jobless claims 0.26 0.11 0.28 0.49 11.84
Capacity utilization 0.11 0.07 0.11 0.30 2.52
Trade balance 0.30 0.11 0.31 0.12 3.35
Leading Indicators 0.42 0.33 0.04 0.08 -0.86
CPI Core 0.97 0.53 0.08 0.21 3.34
Unemployment rate 0.09 0.04 0.19 0.24 5.41
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The Table reports descriptive features of the macroeconomic surprises and the corresponding forecaster disagreement.

For each indicator, we report: σS
σR

the standard deviation of the Bloomberg surprise series to the one of the original

release; Disag
σR

: the average cross-sectional dispersion of forecasters Disag, as a ratio of the original series standard

deviation (σR); Out: the fraction of times the actual release falls outside the range of forecasters expectations; R2
Disagr:

the R2 from the regression of forecasters cross-sectional dispersion on its lag and the absolute value of the most recent

surprise; tS−lag the t-statistics for the past surprise variable.

For most indicators, disagreement displays a significant positive serial correlation. To better

characterize this property in Table 3 we report, the R2 of the regression

Disagt,j = α+ βDisagt−1,j + γ|St−1,j |+ ut

of disagreement on its lag, as well as on the size of the most recent absolute value of the surprise.

This should provide some indication as to whether disagreement about the upcoming release of an

indicator, as proxied by the standard deviation of expectations across the individual forecasters,

tends to increase following a particularly large surprise in the earlier release. Overall, we find

that, indeed, past surprises amplify the forecaster heterogeneity in the subsequent scheduled release

(tS−lag, last column of Table 3).

3.2 Asset prices

Throughout the paper we use our novel dataset on US macroeconomic surprises and disagreement

in conjunction with the US dollar-euro exchange rate and long term interest rates in the US and in

Germany. The data are described in some detail in the Appendix.

To introduce the evidence on the role of disagreement in explaining the asset price response to

macroeconomic news, we first report the mean absolute percentage change of the 5-minute 10-year

Treasury price in the days (Friday) when the non-farm payrolls are released (Figure 4) – on the time

axis we report the Eastern time (EST) hours (which corresponds to four hours before GMT, i.e.

12:30 GMT during EST daylight time, and to five hours before GMT, i.e. to 13:30 GMT, during

EST standard time). The absolute change in the 10-year Treasury yield is large in correspondence

of the non-farm payrolls release at 8:30, and the change slowly vanishes, suggesting some trading

activity in response to the news also in the following hours. In contrast, on the Fridays when no

non-farm-payrolls are relased the same prices do not exhibit a marked spike at 8:30EST, and also

display a smaller volatility in the rest of the day.

Thus, on average, we confirm the standard finding that indeed the non-farm payroll announce-

ment induces a sizable change in the 10-year Treasury yield. In the next sections we will qualify this

result and relate it to the magnitude of the surprise as well to our proxy of analyst heterogeneity

in beliefs.
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Figure 4: Absolute average impact of non-farm payrolls on 10-year Treasury yield

Note: the Figure shows the absolute percentage change in the first logarithmic
difference of the 10-year Treasury price during the days of release of non-farm
payrolls; daytime on the horizontal axis. The spike corresponds to 8:30 EST, e.g.
12:30 GMT-4 hours.

4 Results

We evaluate the sensitivity of financial markets to macroeconomic news conditional on the dis-

agreement among forecasters, measured for each individual release. Specifically, we estimate the

following equations

∆yt = α+
∑
j

βj · St,j + ut (3)

∆yt = α+
∑
j

γj · St,j · ILt,j +
∑
j

δj · St,j · (1− ILt,j) + ut (4)

where ∆yt is the change in the asset yield (first difference of interest rates and first logarithmic

difference of the exchange rate), St,j is the j surprise time series. In specification (3) disagreement

is not considered, while in the second specification (4) we distinguish between high and low periods

of disagreement, according to a simple binary rule:

ILt,i =

1, if cdf(Disagt,i) < Upper

0, otherwise
(5)

The regime dummies are series specific (It,j), with a common threshold Upper: in our estimation
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we use the 66th percentile of the empirical distribution of the disagreement series for the jth indicator

(the results do not depend on the particular choice of the percentile). We run the regressions (3)

and (4) simultaneously with all the surprise variables, while restricting the estimation on only for

days with at least one macroeconomic release. We name the first regression the baseline regression.

Results for the US, German 10-year bond yields and for the USD/EUR exchange rate for the

baseline regression (3) are shown in the first two columns of Table 4. The top panel of Table 4

shows that US long-term rates are impacted by all news with the exception of capacity utilization,

Conference Board leading indicator, CPI core, and unemployment rate. In general, the size of

the impact is large even at the 1-day horizon. The top panel also gives a pecking order of news:

non-farm payrolls have the largest impact on US long-term yields – e.g. a one per cent unexpected

change in non-farm payrolls increases 10-year yields by 4.23 basis points – followed by the ISM

index, retail sales, the advance GDP rate of growth, and consumer confidence. Initial jobless claims

and trade balance show a significant impact on long-term yields.

The impact of non-farm payrolls, ISM, retail sales and initial claims is also large on German 10-

year yields, while the other US surprises do not have a significant impact. Similarly, the USD/EUR

exchange rate shows a large sensitivity to surprises upon the release of non-farm payrolls, ISM,

and GDP growth – e.g. an unexpected change of 1 per cent in non-farm payrolls determines an

appreciation of the US dollar against the euro by 0.30 per cent. All in all, the USD/EUR exchange

rate seems reactive to macroeconomic surprises, with a particular attention to the labor market

(non-farm payrolls) followed by the hard and soft data from the real economy (GDP, ISM and retail

sales).

Results for the two-disagreement regimes regression (4) are shown in the last four columns

of Table 4. With low/high disagreement US and German 10-year yields show a larger/smaller

sensitivity to surprises; thus, in general we obtain |γ̂| >
∣∣∣β̂∣∣∣ > ∣∣∣δ̂∣∣∣. More interestingly, we find

that some variables turn out to be significant conditional on the disagreement regime; for example,

the ISM, consumer confidence, capacity utilization and GDP growth have a large and significant

impact on 10-year interest rates during low-disagreement regimes, but not during high-disagreement

regimes. In Table 4 we also report the results of the joint hypothesis test of an asymmetric response

of asset prices to news across low and high disagreement regimes. We cannot reject the null of no

asymmetry for US interest rates, German rates and exchange rates, respectively at the 10%, 20%

and 2% level.

In other words, investors react more to scheduled surprises when their beliefs are more con-

centrated and adjust their portfolios accordingly; on the other hand, an environment with wider

dispersion of expectations tends to dampen the impact of macroeconomic surprises on asset prices,

perhaps because it increases investors’ risk aversion. As pointed out by Carlin et al. (2014), when

participants in a market disagree with each other, an investor taking a position based on his unique

expectations could face a greater risk of being wrong. This introduces a new form of trading risk (or

adverse-selection risk) which is different from the traditional types of market risks that are priced
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in asset values.

Our results suggests that interpreting disagreement as reflecting the market “prior uncertainty”

regarding the announcement outcome may be inappropriate. In models where investors heteroge-

neous beliefs plays no role, larger uncertainty exacerbates market volatility, as a result of investors

revising more rapidly their beliefs, in line with standard Bayesian learning framework where the

price update is a decreasing function of prior precision. In particular, Hautsch and Hess (2007),

who investigate how release-specific precision measures affect the price impact of the non-farm pay-

rolls release on the US T-bond futures, find that the price impact of more precise information is

significantly stronger. In their model the precision of the information is modeled as a decreasing

function of prior disagreement, measured by the standard deviation of analysts’ forecasts, and an

increasing function of the precision of the individual announcement.12 In their empirical analysis

the latter is estimated from the revision process of the non-farm payrolls.

Ottaviani and Sørensen (2015) analyze how asset prices react to information when agents have

heterogenous prior beliefs. In their model, albeit specific to binary markets, the asset price response

to information critically depends on the degree of dispersion of prior beliefs. In particular, when

beliefs heterogeneity is more pronounced the price response to news is shown to be more muted, a

prediction in line with what we find in our empirical exercise.13

Our results also resonate with the recent finding of Goldberg and Grisse (2013), in particular

that the level of risk aversion, measured by the VIX index, negatively affects the sensitivity of bond

yields and exchange rates to US macroeconomic news. To what extent can we relate our measures

based on survey based indicators of disagreement to those of aggregate uncertainty, or “risk”? This

is discussed in the next section.

12Their learning framework is the following. Let the price, p, depend on a fundamental, say X, p = νE(X). Agents

have a prior on X which is X ∼ N
(
µF ,

1
ρF

)
where ρF is the precision of the agents’ prior – e.g. the dispersion of

beliefs of analysts. Signal on this variable comes as A = X + ε where ε ∼ N
(

0, 1
ρε

)
and A ∼ N

(
µF ,

1
ρε+ρF

)
. The

impact of a surprise A on prices is [(P |A)− E(P )] = µF + (A− µF ) ρε
ρε+ρF

. Adding and subtracting A−µF from the

right side yields [(P |A)− E(P )] = (A− µF )︸ ︷︷ ︸
pure surprise

− (A− µF )
ρF

ρε + ρF︸ ︷︷ ︸
surprise/beliefs interaction

− µF
ρF

ρε + ρF︸ ︷︷ ︸
pure beliefs

. If we let µF = 0, the equation

reduces to [(P |A)− E(P )] = A − A ρF
ρε+ρF

. This equation can be tested econometrically by defining (A− µF ) as

the surprise and 1
ρε/ρF+1

= (D/ρF + 1)−1 where D ≡ ρε is the inverse of the beliefs’ dispersion; thus the model is

specified by ∆pt = α+ β · (A− µF )t + γ · (A− µF )t ·Dt + δ ·Dt + ut where by construction β > 0 and γ, δ < 0.
13See Proposition 3 of their paper.)
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Table 4 – Baseline regression and regression with disagreement regimes

10-year US Treasury yield
Baseline 2-disagreement regimes

low disagr. high disagr.
Non Farm Payrolls 4.23 (5.03) 6.31 (7.29) 2.23 (1.97)
ISM Manufacturing 2.65 (4.78) 3.54 (5.58) 1.39 (1.55)
Retail sales ex.autos 2.58 (4.72) 2.94 (4.22) 2.18 (2.56)
GDP (advance) 1.85 (1.94) 2.98 (2.20) 0.54 (0.45)
Core durable goods orders 1.60 (3.12) 0.92 (1.25) 2.25 (3.58)
Consumer confidence 1.52 (3.02) 1.80 (3.14) 1.01 (1.14)
Initial claims -1.48 (-6.01) -1.37 (-4.08) -1.55 (-4.52)
Capacity utilization 0.73 (1.28) 1.59 (2.24) -0.27 (-0.36)
Trade balance 1.01 (2.30) 0.97 (1.84) 1.08 (1.50)
CB leading indicator 0.77 (1.64) -0.05 (-0.07) 1.07 (1.85)
CPI Core 0.53 (0.86) 0.59 (1.09) 0.61 (0.42)
Unemployment rate -0.25 (-0.43) -0.26 (-0.34) -0.39 (-0.40)
# Observations 1,626 1,626
H0: δj = γj , ∀j, p-value 0.08
R2 0.098 0.113

10-year German Bund yield
Baseline 2 disagreement regimes

low disagr. high disagr.
Non Farm Payrolls 2.12 (3.67) 3.45 (5.78) 0.85 (1.11)
ISM Manufacturing 1.23 (3.33) 1.41 (2.61) 1.03 (2.19)
Retail sales ex.autos 1.40 (3.24) 1.70 (2.92) 1.05 (1.60)
GDP (advance) 0.96 (1.32) 1.32 (1.09) 0.60 (0.76)
Core durable goods orders 0.12 (0.33) 0.09 (0.17) 0.18 (0.43)
Consumer confidence 0.70 (1.86) 0.86 (2.13) 0.40 (0.60)
Initial claims -0.95 (-4.84) -1.12 (-4.48) -0.82 (-2.88)
Capacity utilization 0.58 (1.47) 1.12 (2.48) -0.05 (-0.07)
Trade balance -0.11 (-0.31) 0.03 (0.06) -0.11 (-0.18)
CB leading indicator 0.10 (0.33) 0.20 (0.32) 0.06 (0.17)
CPI Core 0.84 (1.88) 0.60 (1.15) 1.36 (1.67)
Unemployment rate -0.11 (-0.25) 0.12 (0.20) -0.47 (-0.74)
# Observations 1,572 1,572
H0: δj = γj , ∀j, p-value 0.20
R2 0.051 0.061

USD/EUR exchange rate
Baseline 2 disagreement regimes

low disagr. high disagr.
Non Farm Payrolls -0.30 (-5.04) -0.43 (-5.95) -0.18 (-2.33)
ISM Manufacturing -0.15 (-2.78) -0.10 (-1.34) -0.22 (-3.40)
Retail sales ex.autos -0.07 (-1.65) -0.14 (-2.46) 0.00 (-0.06)
GDP (advance) -0.25 (-2.07) -0.12 (-0.82) -0.41 (-2.66)
Core durable goods orders -0.03 (-0.88) -0.04 (-0.83) -0.03 (-0.52)
Consumer confidence -0.03 (-0.63) -0.11 (-1.69) 0.07 (0.89)
Initial claims 0.00 (-0.14) 0.00 (0.15) -0.02 (-0.44)
Capacity utilization -0.03 (-0.39) -0.01 (-0.24) -0.04 (-0.30)
Trade balance -0.08 (-1.59) -0.13 (-2.14) -0.04 (-0.43)
CB leading indicator -0.01 (-0.17) -0.20 (-2.36) 0.06 (0.72)
CPI Core -0.01 (-0.17) -0.06 (-0.97) 0.09 (1.44)
Unemployment rate 0.09 (1.79) 0.10 (1.62) 0.09 (1.07)
# Observations 1,628 1,628
H0: δj = γj , ∀j , p-value 0.02
R2 0.0268 0.048

The Table reports the coefficients and the White corrected t-statistics (in parenthesis) of regression (3): ∆yt =
α+ β · St + ut – baseline regression, and of regression (4): ∆yt = α+

∑
j γj · St,j · I

L
t,j +

∑
j δj · St,j · (1− I

L
t,j) + ut

– 2 disagreement regimes. H0 δj = γj , ∀j is the p-value of the joint test for an asymmetric response to high and low
disagreement regimes.
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5 Aggregate uncertainty and disagreement

Disagreement may be very different from uncertainty, as shown by Zarnowitz and Lambros (1987).

The empirical literature has largely debated over the approximation of uncertainty with disagree-

ment – Bomberger (1996), Giordani and Söderlind (2003) – without establishing a clear and theoret-

ical link between the two. Gürkaynak and Wolfers (2005) argue that for the key US macroeconomic

news the relationship between disagreement and uncertainty is rather weak. Similarly, Lahiri and

Sheng (2010) argue that the disagreement across forecasters surveyed in the Federal Reserve Survey

of professional forecasters is a rather unsatisfactory measure of state uncertainty. Nonetheless, even

the widely known measure of macroeconomic uncertainty proposed by Bloom (2009) draws on the

same survey to compute the dispersion in the forecasts as proxies for uncertainty about monetary

policy and about government budget policies.

From a theoretical point of view the distinction between disagreement and uncertainty matters,

since models featuring some heterogeneity in beliefs can explain several puzzling phenomena for

financial markets (Xiong and Yan, 2010). In standard models, without heterogeneous beliefs, agents

follow a Bayesian framework to update their expectations about the path of future return on assets.

In this setup the financial market sensitivity on day t to a macroeconomic data release depends on

the uncertainty of the surprise component of that data release and the day t − 1 prior variance of

the variable being forecast. In general, the theory states that if the market’s prior dispersion is very

small, then market participants have a great deal of confidence in their expectation of the future

short-term interest rate and will respond relatively little to any data release on date t. On the other

hand, if the market’s date t− 1 prior dispersion is very large, then markets will respond much more

strongly to any news on date t. Swanson and Williams (2014a) and Swanson and Williams (2014b)

use a measure of uncertainty, derived from the short-term interest rate option market, to show that

it explains well the time-variation in the estimated news response of bond rates.

The empirical findings in the previous Section, that forecaster heterogeneity impacts asset prices

–and in a direction opposite to the prediction of the standard model– bears the questions of whether

the observed heterogeneity can be traced back to some common factor, or it represents a purely

idiosyncratic feature of our dataset. As agents formulate expectations conditional on the current

state of the economy, differences in opinion regarding the various data releases should also be

mapped into disagreement regarding the expected path of the overall economy.

To answer this question, we exploit the panel of time series on each indicator disagreement

and investigate their degree of co-movement. If individual disagreement has a factor structure, the

weights can be defined by the eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue of the covariance

matrix of the matrix of individual disagreement.14 Specifically, we resort to principal components

analysis (PCA) on the contemporaneous correlation matrix of the individual disagreement time

14A similar assumption is made by Jurado et al. (2013) in constructing a measure of aggregate uncertainty, obtained
from aggregating the unforecastable component of a large number of economic indicators
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Figure 5: VIX index and disagreement common factor

Note: the Figure shows the VIX index (rhs) and the first PCA factor, Disagct ,

obtained from surprise-specific disagreements (lhs).

series; in particular, we extract the first PCA factor from the cross section of disagreement.15.

To compute the correlation matrices we need to address two peculiarities of the macroeconomic

surprises time series: first, since not all indicators are released on the same day, the dataset is

heavily unbalanced at a daily frequency; second, some of the series are not available over the full

sample. We apply a procedure similar to Beber and Brandt (2010), filling forward missing data

and sub-sampling the data at a lower frequency, so to overcome the local constancy of some of the

series. The first common-disagreement PCA factor explains more than 1/3 of the overall variation in

the panel: however some series display greater comovement, more so the non-farm payrolls (68%)

and the core retail sales series (78%); much less the trade balance and the CPI (21%) and the

unemployment rate (31%).

Finally, we then run our 2-regime regressions (4) in Section 4, using this this common dis-

agreement factor, Disagct , extracted from the panel, in place of the the regime-specific indicators

based on Disagt,j . The results from this modified specification continue to confirm our findings

of an asymmetric response of asset prices to macroeconomic news, also according to this proxy of

economy-wide “disagreement”.16

15A similar approach is followed also in Buraschi and Whelan (2012)
16The results are available upon request from the authors.
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To illustrate how our measure of disagreement on “current macroeconomic conditions” can be

related to more established indicators we plot the first PCA factor with the VIX index (Figure 5).

Even if our disagreement factor is extracted from an entirely unrelated information set, the two time

series display a striking co-movement, with a sample correlation of 0.63 at a monthly frequency in

the period 2001-2014. This finding indicates that, since the VIX index can be interpreted not only as

a measure of stock market (economic) uncertainty, but also as reflecting the evolution of global risk

aversion (Bekaert et al., 2010), our aggregate measure of disagreement may provide some additional

information on the evolution of the latter. This would also be in line with the most recent theoretical

literature emphasizing the importance of accounting for divergence of beliefs, which suggests that

investors should be compensated for bearing trading risk or the risk due to adverse selection when

disagreement arises.

5.1 The time variation of sensitivity

The sensitivity in the response of bond and exchange rates documented in Section 4 could stem from

other underlying forces, in particular from changes in the monetary policy environment, which could

in turn affect the general disagreement regarding the time profile of interest rates and exchange rates.

In this section, we explore whether our results depend on the choice of a particular time period. To

this end, we need to allow for some time variation in the coefficients of our regressions. In doing

this, we do not follow Faust et al. (2007) in allowing for time variation in all coefficients because in

our multivariate framework we would encounter a degrees of freedom problem. Rather, following

the approach of Swanson and Williams (2014a), we limit the time variation to that of a “single

index” of macroeconomic news, while constraining the relative importance of each indicator to be

stable over time. Specifically, we estimate

∆yt = α+
∑
τ

Dτφ
L,τ
∑
j

γj · St,j · ILt,j +
∑
τ

Dτφ
H,τ
∑
j

δj · St,j · (1− ILt,j) + ut (6)

with non-linear least squares. Here φL,τ and φH,τ are the coefficients on the time dummies Dτ ,

defining three subperiods (τ = 1, 2, 3): the tranquil period (τ = 1) – e.g. from January 1999 to July

2007 – the crisis period (τ = 2) – e.g. from August 2007 to March 2009 – and the implementation

and the unravelling of the unconventional US monetary policy period τ = 3– from April 2009 to

June 2014 – which partially overlaps with the euro-area debt crisis.

In equation (6) we assume that the vector of coefficients γ and δ remain constant across time

periods as only the (regime specific) sensitivity to surprises – e.g. φL,τi and φH,τi – changes.

The coefficients φL,τ and φH,τ provide a measure of the changing sensitivity of asset markets to a

single index of US macroeconomic surprises. In other words, they allow to measure the asymmetric

response of markets to surprises during different phases of the business cycle (e.g. tranquil vs. crisis
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period) as well as during the implementation of unconventional monetary policies in the United

States. In order to identify the estimates we posit φL,1 = φH,1 ≡ 1 – e.g. we define the “tranquil

period” as the reference one to characterize the impact of surprises. This allows the comparison of

the sensitivity across periods. As in Section 4, we perform a joint test of asymmetry of the response,

across regimes. When allowing for time variation, the joint test is for the null of φH,τδj = φL,τγj ,

∀j. We find that the null of no asymmetry is rejected for interest rates, during tranquil and QE

periods, while it cannot be rejected during the crisis years. In contrast, for exchange rates the null

is rejected only during the tranquil period. A synthesis of results is shown in Table 5 while all the

estimates are presented in Tables A.1-A.3 in the Appendix.

Table 5 – Time-varying sensitivity of markets to surprises
10-year US yield 10-year German yield USD/EUR

tranquil crisis QE tranquil crisis QE tranquil crisis QE

φL,τi 1 0.88∗∗∗ 0.92∗∗∗ 1 0.88∗∗∗ 1.17∗∗∗ 1 0.77∗∗∗ 0.16

φH,τi 1 0.98∗∗∗ 0.65∗ 1 1.24∗∗∗ -1.06∗ 1 1.19∗∗∗ 0.36

The Table reports the sensitivity of surprises to US macroeconomic news estimated by equation (6). The sensitivity

coefficient is normalized to 1 in the tranquil periods for both the low-disagreement and the high-disagreement regime

in order to identify the coefficients. The tranquil period runs from January 1999 to July 2007, the crisis period from

August 2007 to March 2009, and the QE period – e.g. the implementation and the unraveling of the unconventional

US monetary policy period – from April 2009 to June 2014. ∗∗∗/∗∗/∗ indicates that coefficient are significant at the

1/5/10 per cent level. The values in the Table correspond to the coefficients of the last four columns of Tables

A.1-A.3.

Results show that 10-year US Treasury yields respond to US macroeconomic surprises but their

impact decreases during the QE period. Moreover, there is not much difference between the tranquil

and QE period (1 vs. 0.92) in a low-disagreement regime, while the impact is much weaker during

QE with high disagreement (1 vs. 0.65). Finally, it turns out, despite not being able to reject (joint)

symmetry, that the sensitivity is larger with high disagreement than with low disagreement (0.98

vs. 0.88) in the crisis period, while the order is inverted during the QE period. In contrast, for

10-year German yields there is evidence of a more pronounced time variation, especially during the

QE period. Furthermore, the reaction has the opposite sign across the two disagreement regimes,

signaling a potential portfolio shift of investors from the US bond to the German bond market

especially when disagreement is high.

The sensitivity changes dramatically for the USD/EUR exchange rate. In general the USD/EUR

exchange rate does not react to surprises during the QE period while it reacts to them during the

crisis and the order goes from low to high disagreement (0.77 vs. 1.19). Even if there is no strong

evidence of asymmetry between disagreement regimes during the crisis and QE, the implementation

of non-standard measures by the US monetary authorities may have attenuated the exchange rates

response to macroeconomic fundamentals.
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With reference to exchange rates, our framework allows to evaluate indirectly the scapegoat

theory of exchange rates (Bacchetta and van Wincoop, 2013); this theory suggests that market

participants may assign time-varying weight to economic fundamentals, which are chosen as scape-

goats to explain exchange rate fluctuations. Our results show that exchange rates are less linked to

macroeconomic news than bond yields but that this link changes over time being stronger during

tranquil periods and, ceteris paribus, stronger when disagreement among forecasters is lower.

5.2 Robustness checks

As suggested by Gürkaynak and Wright (2013), the window around the data release for the event

type study we have performed should be as small as possible. Indeed, the evidence from Andersen

et al. (2003) suggests that the jump in conditional mean following a news announcement occurs

within about 10 minutes. To assess the robustness of our results regarding the role of disagreement

in the response to the release of macroeconomic news, we also perform the analysis using intraday

data at the 5-minute frequency.17 We consider, for the sake of brevity, the response to a non-

farm payrolls surprise, which is the most important piece of macroeconomic news in our set of

indicators.18

We report the average cumulative impact of the news on non-farm payrolls on the 5-minute

returns of the USD/EUR exchange rate (Figure 5, left panel) and 10-year US Treasury (Figure 5,

right panel). Results with intra-day data display an even more striking asymmetry between high

and low disagreement regimes. What emerges is that, following a positive non-farm payrolls data

surprise, bond and USD/EUR returns indeed exhibit a dip which is not offset in the following hours

(time axis extends to three hours after the 8.30 a.m. non-farm payrolls announcement).

Furthermore, the average impact of the non-farm payrolls surprise on the intraday 10-year

Treasury and the USD/EUR is of the same magnitude as that estimated at daily frequency. A

unit (stardardized) positive surprise in the non-farm payrolls is associated with a fall in the 10-year

Treasury price by 0.3 per cent in the intraday estimates; this, assuming an average duration for

10-year Treasuries of 7 years, corresponds to a positive change in 10-Treasury yields of around

−0.3 ÷ 7 × 100 ' 4 basis points, which is in line with that from the baseline regression 3 on daily

data. Similar results hold for the regressions on the the USD/EUR exchange rate: the same non-

farm payrolls surprise determines an appreciation of the exchange rate of around 0.30 percentage

points. Most of the adjustment occurs in the first hour after the announcement, and persists in

the following 2 hours. In general, the impact with low disagreement is twice as large as that

with high disagreement (for the 10-year Treasury the impact is three times larger). This confirms

that the analysis performed in Section 4 with daily data provides a reliable picture of the impact of

17Currently available only for the US Treasury price and the USD/EUR exchange rate.
18Similar results are found for the other macroeconomic data releases considered here.
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Figure 6: Impact on USD/EUR Figure 7: Impact on 10-year Treasury price

The Figure reports the cumulative 5-minutes impact of non-farm payrolls surprises on returns of the
USD/EUR exchange rate and 10-year Treasury (basis points) during the first 160 minutes after the non-
farm payrolls data release. Estimates from regressions only for the days with a non-farm payrolls release
from January 2000 to June 2014. The red line shows the coefficients βs obtained from the regression
(y8:30+τ − y8:30) = α + β · SNFP8:30 + u, where yis the logarithm of the USD/EUR exchange rate in the left
panel and the level of the 10-year Treasury yield in the right panel, SNFP8:30 are the news on non-farm
payrolls released at 8:30 EST, and τ is the time after 8:30 EST, which is shown on the horizontal axis; the
black and the blue lines report the coefficient γs and δs obtained from the regression (y8:30+τ − y8:30) =

α+ γ · (SNFP8:30 · INFP,L8:30 ) + δ · (SNFP8:30 · INFP,H8:30 ) + u, where INFP,L8:30 and INFP,H8:30 are the disagreement dummies
for low and high disagreement on non-farm payrolls defined in (2).

macroeconomic news on yields and exchange rates, also conditioning on the particular disagreement

regime.

6 Conclusion

We analyze the impact of macroeconomic surprises and individual heterogeneity on exchange rates

and long-term interest rates in the United States and in Germany from 1999 to 2014. The time span

allows the comparison of surprises impact during normal times, during the global financial crisis,

and during the implementation of the unconventional measures of monetary policy and forward

guidance in the United States and the euro area.

Our work contributes to the recent literature on the impact of macroeconomic surprises on asset

prices by introducing a measure of macroeconomic disagreement obtained from the Bloomberg

surveys of forecasters; we reconcile the results obtained with data at the daily frequency with those

obtained with intra-day data frequency. We show that disagreement on each single macroeconomic

variable is made of an idiosyncratic and a common component. The latter explains most of the

variation of some particularly informative macroeconomic data, such as non-farm payrolls and retail

sales. Moreover, during several periods our measure of economy wide disagreement displays a strong

co-movement with the VIX index.

Our contribution is twofold. First, we document how macroeconomic surprises impact differently

long-term yield and foreign exchange rates during low-disagreement and high-disagreement regimes.
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This result is novel, and unveils a new dimension of state dependence in the response of asset prices

to macroeconomic surprises. Our results suggests that interpreting disagreement as reflecting the

market “prior uncertainty” regarding the announcement outcome may be inappropriate. They also

underscore the relevance of theoretical models which explicitly account for heterogenous beliefs to

correctly predict the observed pattern of price responses.

Finally, we estimate the time-varying sensitivity of asset prices to macroeconomic surprises

by splitting our sample in a tranquil, crisis, and an unconventional monetary policy period. We

show that unconventional monetary policies tended to dampen the response of the USD/EUR to

US macroeconomic news, while they left virtually unaffected the response of long-term interest

rates. This results may be reconciled with the uncovered interest parity theory as changes in the

USD/EUR exchange rate may be constrained when the short-term rates in the two areas are close

to the zero-lower bound and short-horizon foreign exchange risk premia cannot change. Conversely,

long-term rates and their term premia components continued to respond with the same intensity to

the evolution of the macroeconomic outlook even during the crisis and the QE phase. We leave to

future research the analysis of the interaction between US and euro-area surprises and their impact

on financial markets.
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Appendix: Tables

Table A.1 – 10-year US Treasury with time variation
Baseline 2 disagreement regimes 2 disagreement regimes

low disagr. high disagr. low disagr. high disagr.

Non Farm Payrolls 4.29 (7.19) 6.62 (7.10) 2.29 (2.95) 6.63 (6.80) 2.28 (2.92)

ISM Manufacturing 2.62 (4.83) 3.79 (4.95) 1.42 (1.73) 3.78 (4.80) 1.41 (1.67)

Retail sales ex.autos 2.60 (4.42) 3.01 (3.80) 2.32 (2.76) 3.01 (3.76) 2.30 (2.53)

GDP (advance) 1.87 (1.99) 3.12 (2.34) 0.65 (0.45) 3.07 (2.32) 0.58 (0.40)

Core durable goods orders 1.54 (2.78) 1.01 (1.25) 2.34 (2.87) 1.01 (1.25) 2.58 (2.89)

Consumer confidence 1.45 (2.83) 1.86 (2.65) 1.00 (1.21) 1.85 (2.63) 0.91 (1.05)

Initial claims -1.45 (-5.40) -1.43 (-3.51) -1.65 (-4.70) -1.40 (-3.42) -1.68 (-4.19)

Capacity utilization 0.68 (1.35) 1.60 (2.14) -0.23 (-0.28) 1.54 (2.07) -0.14 (-0.16)

Trade balance 0.92 (1.86) 0.97 (1.32) 1.15 (1.48) 0.95 (1.32) 1.47 (1.65)

CB leading indicator 0.77 (1.58) -0.02 (-0.02) 1.15 (1.83) -0.04 (-0.04) 1.21 (1.74)

CPI Core 0.49 (0.94) 0.61 (0.92) 0.68 (0.75) 0.55 (0.82) 0.73 (0.78)

Unemployment rate -0.26 (-0.55) -0.29 (-0.42) -0.49 (-0.62) -0.25 (-0.37) -0.48 (-0.54)

φcrisis 0.94 (5.49) 0.91 (5.96) 0.88 (4.81) 0.98 (4.93)

φQE 1.14 (5.09) 0.93 (5.33) 0.92 (3.54) 0.65 (1.91)

R2 0.099 0.114 0.114

H0: δj = γj , ∀j 0.027

H0: δj = γj , ∀j (tranquil) 0.003

H0: φH,crisisδj = φL,crisisγj , ∀j 0.133

H0: φH,QEδj = φL,QEγj∀j 0.004

# observations 1,626 1,626 1,626

Columns 1-2 of the Table present estimates of:

∆yt = α+
∑
τ Dτφ

τ
∑
j βjSt,j + ut

columns 3-6 present estimates of

∆yt = α+
∑
τ Dτφ

τ
[∑

j γjSt,jIt,j +
∑
j δjSt,j(1 − It,j)

]
+ ut

columns 7-10 report estimates of

∆yt = α+
∑
τ Dτφ

L,τ
∑
j γj · St,j · ILt,j +

∑
τ Dτφ

H,τ
∑
j δj · St,j · (1 − ILt,j) + ut

The sensitivity coefficient is normalized to 1 in the tranquil period for both the low-disagreement and the high-
disagreement regime in order to identify the coefficients. The tranquil period runs from January 1999 to July 2007,
the crisis period from August 2007 to March 2009, and the QE period – e.g. the implementation and the unravelling
of the unconventional US monetary policy period – from April 2009 to June 2014. The t-statictics (in parenthesis)
are computed with a White-consistent estimator. The values φcrisis and φQE in the Table correspond to coefficients
of Table 5 in the text. H0: φH,τδj = φL,τγj ,∀j: is the p-value of the joint test for an asymmetric response to high
and low disagreement regimes in a given period τ (tranquil, crisis, QE).
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Table A.2 – 10-year Bund with time variation
Baseline 2 disagreement regimes 2 disagreement regimes

low disagr. high disagr. low disagr. high disagr.

Non Farm Payrolls 2.09 (4.75) 3.62 (5.15) 0.81 (1.36) 3.49 (4.83) 0.93 (1.67)

ISM Manufacturing 1.13 (2.87) 1.47 (2.61) 0.97 (1.55) 1.41 (2.54) 0.96 (1.60)

Retail sales ex.autos 1.39 (3.21) 1.73 (2.89) 1.16 (1.74) 1.68 (2.84) 0.70 (1.29)

GDP (advance) 0.85 (1.22) 1.21 (1.21) 0.71 (0.63) 1.21 (1.22) 0.34 (0.36)

Core durable goods orders 0.09 (0.21) 0.10 (0.17) 0.11 (0.17) 0.11 (0.18) 0.48 (0.80)

Consumer confidence 0.61 (1.72) 0.83 (1.62) 0.33 (0.54) 0.86 (1.72) 0.48 (0.87)

Initial claims -0.88 (-4.22) -1.13 (-3.56) -0.87 (-3.21) -1.11 (-3.49) -0.41 (-1.65)

Capacity utilization 0.51 (1.44) 1.09 (2.00) -0.01 (-0.02) 0.90 (1.69) 0.01 (0.02)

Trade balance -0.18 (-0.52) -0.02 (-0.04) -0.51 (-0.86) 0.01 (0.01) 1.24 (1.82)

CB leading indicator 0.14 (0.42) 0.26 (0.37) 0.09 (0.20) 0.24 (0.35) -0.10 (-0.26)

CPI Core 0.69 (1.83) 0.59 (1.17) 1.26 (1.83) 0.50 (1.02) 1.94 (2.58)

Unemployment rate -0.10 (-0.31) 0.17 (0.33) -0.66 (-1.14) 0.16 (0.32) 0.30 (0.58)

φcrisis 1.00 (3.76) 0.82 (3.82) 0.88 (3.30) 1.24 (2.31)

φQE 1.36 (3.74) 1.13 (4.17) 1.17 (3.78) -1.06 (-1.68)

R2 0.038 0.053 0.054

H0: δj = γj , ∀j 0.340

H0: δj = γj , ∀j (tranquil) 0.110

H0: φH,crisisδj = φL,crisisγj , ∀j 0.491

H0: φH,QEδj = φL,QEγj , ∀j 0.020

# observations 1,626 1,626 1,626

See note of Table A.1
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Table A.3 – USD/EUR with time variation
Baseline 2 disagreement regimes 2 disagreement regimes

low disagr. high disagr. low disagr. high disagr.

Non Farm Payrolls -0.36 (-5.59) -0.54 (7.10) -0.19 (-2.53) -0.56 (-5.36) -0.16 (-0.16)

ISM Manufacturing -0.24 (-3.74) -0.18 (4.95) -0.23 (-2.73) -0.20 (-2.34) -0.20 (-0.20)

Retail sales ex.autos -0.08 (-1.16) -0.15 (3.80) 0.01 (0.16) -0.16 (-1.87) 0.00 (0.00)

GDP (advance) -0.21 (-1.82) -0.04 (2.34) -0.42 (-2.85) -0.04 (-0.26) -0.40 (-0.40)

Core durable goods orders -0.06 (-0.83) -0.03 (1.25) -0.04 (-0.42) -0.03 (-0.36) -0.02 (-0.02)

Consumer confidence -0.08 (-1.22) -0.14 (2.65) 0.08 (0.85) -0.15 (-1.79) 0.07 (0.07)

Initial claims 0.00 (0.15) 0.01 (-3.51) -0.02 (-0.45) 0.01 (0.28) -0.02 (-0.02)

Capacity utilization -0.02 (-0.28) -0.05 (2.14) -0.01 (-0.07) -0.05 (-0.51) 0.00 (0.00)

Trade balance -0.18 (-2.43) -0.22 (1.32) -0.05 (-0.53) -0.23 (-2.61) -0.04 (-0.04)

CB leading indicator -0.01 (-0.07) -0.21 (-0.02) 0.12 (1.63) -0.21 (-1.79) 0.11 (0.11)

CPI Core 0.02 (0.37) -0.03 (0.92) 0.12 (1.27) -0.03 (-0.42) 0.09 (0.09)

Unemployment rate 0.16 (2.23) 0.18 (-0.42) 0.06 (0.64) 0.18 (2.24) 0.05 (0.05)

φcrisis 0.48 (2.49) 0.87 (4.25) 0.77 (3.42) 1.19 (2.53)

φQE 0.25 (1.14) 0.20 (1.01) 0.16 (0.84) 0.36 (0.58)

R2 0.038 0.053 0.054

H0: δj = γj , ∀j 0.021

H0: δj = γj , ∀j (tranquil) 0.067

H0: φH,crisisδj = φL,crisisγj , ∀j 0.189

H0: φH,QEδj = φL,QEγj , ∀j 0.901

# observations 1,626 1,626 1,626

See note of Table A.1

Appendix: Ottaviani and Sørensen model

In the baseline OS model agents take positions on wheter or not a binary event, E,R, is realized (say

the economy will be in an expansion period). They trade 2 Arrow-Debreu securities whose payoff

is linked to the two possible outcomes. Each asset pays off one unit of cash if the corresponding

event occurs (E, R), zero otherwise.

There is a continuum of risk-neutral agents, indexed by i, endowed with a constant (across

states) amount of assets in period , wi0. Agents exchange their assets in a competitive market, but

cannot hold a negative amounts of any asset.19

Agents’ prior beliefs on the realization of the event E are heterogeneous, qi = Probi(E), and

described by a distribution of initial assets over individuals, G(q) over the interval [0, 1].20

Before trading takes place, agents observe a public signal with likelihood ratio L for event E, and

update their beliefs according to Bayes’ rule. Agent’s i posterior odds are revised in a concordant

19The aggregate endowment of each asset is 1.
20G(q) describes the share of wealth in the hands of agents with prior beliefs qi < q. G(q) is assumed continuous

and strictly increasing.
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manner using the same L as:

πi
(1− πi)

= L× qi
(1− qi)

(7)

When the public information is more favorable to event E, L > 1, the distribution of beliefs will

also shift to the right, G(π) = G(q|L). Since agents are risk neutral they will choose to demand

only one kind of asset depending on their beliefs. Those more optimistic, with posterior beliefs πi

greater than the price of asset E, will sell of their initial holding of the asset paying in state R to

purchase only assets paying in state E; conversely pessimistic agents, with posterior beliefs πi lower

than the price of asset E, will sell of their initial holding of the asset paying in state E to purchase

only assets paying in state R. Demand for the E asset is given the cumulated wealth of agents with

posterior beliefs above the price p (who will only hold asset E), divided by the price of the asset.

Markets clear when this demand is equal to the aggregate unit endowment of this asset.

The competitive equilibrium price, p, is the unique solution to the equation∫ 1

p
wi,0dGi

1

p
=

∫ 1

0
wi,0di = 1

p = 1−G
(

p

L(1− p) + p

)
The price can be associated to the posterior beliefs of a particular agent, the marginal trader. By

inverting the Bayesian updating formula, the ex-ante beliefs of this marginal trader can be shown to

be p/[(1−p)L+p]. This particular agent is the marginal trader, whose beliefs are also an average of

the heterogenous subjective prior beliefs of the population. The effect of information is to move the

marginal trader prior in a direction opposite to the price movement. The greater the heterogeneity

in prior beliefs the more pessimist the marginal trader will have to be ex-ante.

The competitive equilibrium price depends on the public signal, as well as on the shape of the

distribution of wealth (and hence beliefs) across individuals. OS show that the price underreacts

to information (Proposition 2). Underreaction is measured relatively to the one associated to an

hypothetical outside observer, whose prior beliefs are those of the average priors across agents’,

and who updates his belief in a Bayesian fashion. In the model the equilibrium price does not

correspond to the posterior of this “outside observer”. Changes in the wealth distribution across

agents (with different prior beliefs) affect the equilibrium and the extent of the underreaction. In

particular, more underreaction results when the distribution is less concentrated (Proposition 3),

that is when agents have greater heterogeneity in beliefs.

To illustrate the model predictions we consider a particular symmetric prior distribution G(q),

also described in OS: G(q) = qγ

qγ+(1−q)γ where γ > 0 is a parameter that measures the concentration

of beliefs around the average belief q = 1/2. The greater γ is, the more concentrated the distribution

is. For γ = 1 beliefs are uniformly distributed, while as γ → 0 beliefs become maximally dispersed
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Figure 8: Prior and posterior densities: differing γ, and L = 6

on the extremes of [0, 1] (see Figure 8).

To gain intuition on the underlying mechanism, suppose the public signal is in favor of event E,

i.e. L > 1. Agents will update their beliefs according to Bayes rule, with their posterior odds ratio

in favor of E rising one for one with L. Those that were ex-ante optimist, and willing to invest all

their wealth in asset E (agents are risk neutral and subject to a trading bound) will continue to

do so. However at the higher price they will no longer be able to buy the same amount of assets

E. Similarly those ex-ante pessimist will be able to buy more assets R, as its price has fallen. This

would lead to an insufficient demand for assets E and excess demand for asset R. To balance the

market some ex-ante pessimists have to “switch sides”, becoming optimist, and seek to sell all their

assets R in return for assets E.

The price elasticity to “information” is described by the parameter γ, and Table 1 in Section 2.1

provides some comparative statics: for a given likelihood ratio (L = 6), varying γ leads to different

price responses. Greater heterogeneity in beliefs (higher γ), is associated with a smaller price

response. This occurs because the marginal trader beliefs are further away from the prior mean

and in a direction opposite to the information (more pessimistic). In contrast, when beliefs are very

concentrated the marginal trader ex-ante beliefs are closer to the prior mean and accordingly also

the price reaction almost parallels the shift in “average” beliefs.

Appendix: data

The US dollar–euro daily exchange rate (USD/EUR) is taken from Thomson Reuters. Long-term

yields are the 10-year zero-coupon interest rates computed by the Federal Reserve Board for the US
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market and by the Bundesbank for the German market. We use zero-coupon yields instead of 10-

year benchmark bond yields as the former strip out differences in coupon rates and fluctuations in

effective bond duration that arise from changes in the level of interest rates. As a result, zero-coupon

yields provide the cleanest measure of the interest rate at any given maturity across countries and

over time. This is important in our analysis, because the level of interest rates varies substantially

from the early 2000s to the middle of 2014, which would cause the yield-to-maturity on coupon-

bearing bonds to fluctuate over time. Note the German interest rate is collected at 13:00 GMT+1

in Frankfurt and then it is not impacted by US data release; so in the empirical analysis we shift

forward by one day the German interest rate. Conversely, the USD/EUR is collected at 16:00 GMT

and so its level can be impacted by the release of US data. Intraday US Treasury prices are kindly

taken from the New York Federal Reserve, the intraday USD/EUR exchange rate from the Olsen

database.21

Figure 9: Price levels Figure 10: Price changes

The left panel of the Figure shows the daily level of the German 10-year zero-coupon rate, the US 10-year

zero-coupon rate and the USD/EUR exchange rate. The right panel shows the first differences of the

corresponding interest rates and the logarithmic difference of the USD/EUR exchange rate.

Long-term interest rates in the two countries show a decreasing trend since 1999 (Figures 9).

The USD/EUR exchange rate, conversely appreciates from 1999 until 2002 and weakens there-

after, ranging between 1.20 and 1.40. Changes in interest rates are very similar and show some

heteroskedasticity and persistence during the financial crisis (Table 2). Statistics show a similar

pattern; German and US interest rates have very similar standard deviations, skewness and kur-

tosis, both in levels and in changes. Moreover, the time series show a very strong short-term

persistence in levels – close to 1 for the 1-period lag for interest rates and exchange rates.

21Intraday for the German interest rates have are not available yet.
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Table 2 – 10-year yields and USD/EUR
level change

10y Ger. rate 10y US rate USD/EUR 10y Ger. rate 10y US rate USD/EUR
mean 3.75 4.22 1.22 0.00 0.00 0.00

std. dev. 1.16 1.24 0.18 0.05 0.06 0.62
skewness -0.56 -0.29 -0.52 0.16 0.05 0.18
kurtosis 2.38 2.52 2.33 4.57 5.34 5.62

ρ1 0.87 1.00 1.00 -0.07 0.01 0.01
ρ5 0.83 0.99 1.00 -0.01 -0.01 0.00
ρ20 0.77 0.98 0.98 -0.02 -0.02 0.00
ρ60 0.75 0.93 0.95 0.01 0.00 -0.02

The Table reports the statistics for the level and the change in daily German 10-year zero-coupon rate, US 10-year

zero-coupon rate and USD/EUR exchange rate. The statistics ρi show the autocorrelation coefficient with i lagged

days.
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